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Metaphors: Land Claims & Alaska Native
Corporations
2
Buildings
2
Identities

 Architecture
 Self-Determination
 Restoration
 Cooperation
 Sustainment

ANCSA as an Exercise of Power
(1. Agenda Setting 2. Preference Shaping, 3.Decision-Making)

1. Not a treaty. Act of Congress. (Termination + Self Determination)
2. Congress finds and declares (a) there is an immediate need for a
fair and just settlement of all claims by Natives … [to be] …
accomplished rapidly, with certainty, in conformity with the real
economic and social needs of Natives, w/o litigation, with
maximum participation by Natives in decisions affecting their
rights and property, w/o establishing any permanent racially
defined institutions, rights, privileges, or obligations, w/o creating
a reservation system or lengthy wardship or trusteeship….
3. Aboriginal land title extinguished & No Indian Country.
4. Aboriginal hunting and fishing rights extinguished. Subsistence
needs “protected “separately (ANILCA).
5. 13 Regional and 203 village corporations to manage settlement
of $962.5 million + 44 million acres of land (~10% AK)

AK Native Corporations?
Unique hybrid institutions:
 Ethnic - indigenous shareholders invested as decision-makers and leaders











(CEO and boards) in maintaining financial & natural capital.
Rooted/Place-Based - traditional/stable land base, cultural
constituency , local investment; 11 of 15 largest private companies in AK, 21
of the top 40. Regional corp. revenues >$7.2 billion (2009)
Diverse-more than 200 ANCs, geographic & cultural diversity  economic
diversity (construction, government services, timber, tourism, mining, oil
field operations, hospitality, clean energy, technology, etc.)
Reciprocal– profits shared among Native corporations (corporate
socialism?) and villages (7i); partnerships.
Polycentric & networked- regional and village level + supra, state-level
organizations (AFN, Association of ANCSA Corporation Presidents/CEOs)
Multi-generational—40 years of evolution and adaptive learning.
Corporate Social Responsibility, Sustainable Development &
Well-Being —reflected in values and mission statements and cultural
models.
Creative Tension between structure/agency --a) AK Natives
transforming corporations and/or b) Corporations transforming AK
Natives?

Perspectives on ANCSA

“It boils down to...
land, selfgovernment, and
subsistence."
“It may...prove to
be one of the
subtlest tools to
dispossess
American
natives.” (Berger)

“The Largest Peaceful Redistribution of
Wealth in the History of Mankind”(Paul)

Background
1) Alaska Native Corporations and Subsistence: Paradoxical
Forces in the Making of Sustainable Communities (2007).
2) Indigenous-State Relations in Alaska and Beyond:
Sustainable Livelihoods, Biocultural Diversity and Health
since the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (NSF
OPP-0715461, 2008-2011, Co-PIs Deanna Kingston & Rosita
Worl)
•How the creation of ANCs has transformed institutional
arrangements between Alaska Natives, state governments,
ecosystems, and regional-global economies;
•How Native corporations have contributed to particular
outcomes in indigenous groups' well-being in two distinct
biocultural regions: Bering Straits (Inupiat) and Southeast
Alaska (Tlingit, Haida, Tsimshian).

A Social-Ecological Perspective on ANCs
 Doesn’t measure ANCs against dominant stereotypes

(growth or tradition) but own ideals and cultural
models of sustainable livelihoods and wellbeing.
 Examines vertical and horizontal linkages between
ANCs and other institutions, key social-ecological
processes, and networks.
 Looks at ANCs not simply as institutions but also as
entities shaping and being shaped by values and ‘rules
of the game’ in a political-ecological system.
 Applying and evolving cultural models of Corporate
Social Responsibility in response to these dynamics.

Sustainable Livelihoods Assets Framework
People

Capacities

Cultural
Capital?

Political
Capital?

Needs

Livelihood Assets, Biocultural Health & Wellbeing

What about values?
…notions of ‘well-being’ must include
local social and cultural values and
meanings… (White and Petit 2004)

June 2012
Rollout
Shareholder
Meeting

What Should Be Sustained For Whom?
Upholding “the core cultural values of Sealaska's tribal member shareholders…: the Tlingit, Haida and
Tsimshian of Southeast Alaska.”

Haa Aaní: Our Land
The basis of our collective identity and culture
Utilizing the land while protecting for future generations
Sustainable relationship with our lands
Sustainable communities
Haa Shagóon: Our Past, Present, Future
Our collective identity reaches across generations
Sanctity of ancestral cultural and sacred sites and heritage
Social and financial benefits for current and future generations
Social and environmental responsibility for sustainable operations
Haa Latseen: Our Strength, Leadership
Our collective identity gives us strength
Discipline, resilience, perseverance, and adaptability
Education and training
Healthy families and communities
Wooch.Yax: Balance, Reciprocity and Respect
Our collective identity relies on spiritual and social balance
Institutional partnerships and collaboration
People, tribes and organizations working together (Wooch.éen)

Sustainability=
Wooch.ee Tíx
‘Growing behind each other;
replacing each other’

Analyzing ANC CSR & Well Being: 4 Dimensions
1. land selection, management, and

property rights (natural & physical
capital)
2. resource conservation and development
(natural, financial, & physical capital)
3. sociopolitical organization, leadership
and inequality (human & social capital)
4. cultural investments and protocols
(social & cultural capital)

Balancing these Dimensions: ANC Missions
 Bering Straits Native (Inupiaq Eskimo)

"To improve the quality of life of our people through economic
development while protecting our culture and heritage …
BSNC hopes to create employment opportunities for
Shareholders, increase economic vitality of the region, and
add to Shareholder equity value.”
 Sealaska (Tlingit, Haida & Tsimshian)
“Our Philosophy is to protect and grow our assets and to use
them to provide economic, cultural and social benefits to
current and future Sealaska shareholders and their
descendants. Our VISION is to grow the company as a Native
institution that maximizes its cultural capital by embedding
Alaska Native values into its daily operations.
[emphasis added]
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Klawock-Henya Klawock

1. Natural Capital Circumscription:
Limited Land and No Sea Rights
 “Permitting non-Indians to fish in the area in common

with the plaintiffs [Indians] did not deprive them of the
opportunity to take possession of the fish. Unless we
conclude, which we do not, that the Indians owned the
right to remove all fish and, therefore, owned all of the
fish, there is no compensable value lost when others fish in
the area. There is no aboriginal right based on occupancy
and use which gives the plaintiffs title to the fish or an
exclusive right to remove all fish. We hold, therefore, that
the value of the fisheries did not enhance the value of the
land and, therefore, it is not properly includible in a
computation of value for the land.”
 (Compare to Boldt Decision in Washington where court
found Natives entitled to 50% of fish harvest based on 1855
Treaty)

Adapting to Circumscription?
Ocean Beauty Seafoods LLC
International Seafood co., “with processing,
distribution and sales outlets in Alaska, throughout
the continental United States, and Japan.”

[Sealaska] sold it [$25 million stake] for over $60 million.
So we took that money into income. Huge success! High
stakes. Low margins, but on sales, a huge success. And we
had several board members that objected so emotionally
to this, saying, ‘No, you can’t do that.’ ‘This is our
company. We can’t do that.’
And then at a later time, the board made this foray into
plastics...
(CS, former Sealaska Corp. Board member)

2. Natural Resource Investments & Conservation
 Conflict arose over tenure, sustainability, resource values
 Huna Totem and Sealaska combined to clearcut most of

the lands adjacent to Hoonah on a 25-year cycle.
 Significant impacts on fish and wildlife in key subsistence
areas, despite promises ‘they would never log it’ opposition
from tribal governments and ANB.
 Produced profit and dividends, but not sustainable: “You
can’t equate our dividend checks with the loss of habitat
for game. It doesn’t make up for the loss of the continued
existence of a tribe. People don’t like it when I call it an act
of genocide...[but] it’s a crime against our culture.” (FW in
Durbin 2005:301)

Huna Totem
and Sealaska
Lands
Protected Area
Glacier Bay NPP

Subsistence Uses: Fish,
wildlife, plants

SOUTHEAST ALASKA
LAND OWNERSHIP &
USE (partial)

3. Leadership Issues
 Fish or Forests? Wariness of fisheries due to experience

with circumscription, gov’t mismanagement and sense it
was “going down.”
 Forest Business Inexperience: “the people who were hired
…were inexperienced to the point that people could take
advantage of them; they were conned into a lot of
contracts that were not favorable to the corporation. It
put us on the edge of bankruptcy really. We ended up
with all our timber cut and nothing really, it all went to
the contractors. We were carrying a book loss of 11
million dollars and there was really no[where to] go for
any revenues” (HM)
 Inequality issues? Internal differentiation

Adapting Livelihoods
Reduced livelihood
pentagon
Human Capital

Social
Capital

Physical
Capital

Natural
Capital

Financial
Capital

Niche Construction:
Tourism in Hoonah (Icy Strait Point, 2004-)
•

•

•
•
•

•

Strong support for modest, contained tourism. PSDC (HIA, Huna Totem,
Hoonah w/ Forest Service) provided financial capital to develop “old
cannery.” (1 ship per day; Royal Caribbean contract)
Objective: bring tourists to Hoonah with “one-of-a-kind” tourist facility;
create jobs, business, tax revenue without overstressing Hoonah’s
physical, human, and social capital.
Promote local values & Tlingit heritage, not “T-shirts” and “white history”
Hoonah Incubator Project to help low-income residents gain business
skills (Cerveny 2005), so “non-locals don’t takeover.” (4/12 vendors local)
Concerns about local tourism catering to outside interests to exclusion of
locals; need to control content, scale, competition and invasiveness of
“tourist gaze”
Will tourism be a SL? 130 employed mostly HTC shareholders (2011
season)

4. Cultural Investments
 Debate about the degree to which corporations should be






involved in culture
Widespread support of scholarships & language retention
Most corporations support cultural programs and events,
but not always directly.
Native corporation leaders are called upon to act as
cultural leaders, which involves significant commitment.
Culture is sometimes competitively claimed as a ‘domain’
by other sociopolitical entities (e.g., tribes and clans).
How can corporations most appropriately invest in culture
wellbeing with a CSR and SL framework is a key question?

Towards a Political Ecology of ANCs
• As architecture, ANCSA has built many new houses, economies, livelihoods.
• AN claims ostensibly “resolved”, but potential exists for reducing livelihood

insecurity through development of niches and economies based on cultural
models of sustainability. Like all architecture, ANCSA/ANCs needs
refinishing and renovation (e.g., 1991 amendments) to accomplish these
goals.
• Institutional capacity (and political will) are increasingly manifest towards
setting agendas for SL (esp. 2nd -3rd generation ANC leadership).
• ANCs are reassessing local assets and investing in key sources of livelihood
capital, security, diversity, identity, and values. Policy and ANCSA reforms
should encourage this w/in shared SE and SL framework to manage risk.
• Requires improved linkages and partnerships and ‘organization of
diversity’ between ANCs, stakeholders, and other levels of governance to
clarify models of sustainability & adapt the ‘rules of the game’ to support
them. Boundary organizations (e.g., AFN) and partnerships are key to this.
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